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HUMANOMICS

While neoclassical analysis works well for studying impersonal exchange in
markets, it fails to explain why people conduct themselves the way they do
in their personal relationships with family, neighbors, and friends. In
Humanomics, Nobel Prize-winning economist Vernon L. Smith and his
long-time co-author Bart J. Wilson bring their study of economics full circle
by returning to the founder of modern economics, Adam Smith. Sometime in
the last 250 years, economists lost sight of the full range of human feeling,
thinking, and knowing in everyday life. Smith and Wilson show how Adam
Smith’s model of sociality can re-humanize twenty-first century economics by
undergirding it with sentiments, fellow feeling, and a sense of propriety – the
stuff of which human relationships are built. Integrating insights from The
Theory of Moral Sentiments and the Wealth of Nations into contemporary
empirical analysis, this book shapes economic betterment as a science of
human beings.

Vernon L. Smith is the George L. Argyros Endowed Chair in Economics and
Finance at Chapman University, California. He was awarded the Noble Prize
in Economic sciences in 2002 for, ‘having established laboratory experiments
as a tool in empirical economic analysis, especially in the study of alternative
market mechanisms’. He is a founding member of Chapman University’s
Economic Science Institute and Smith Institute for Political Economy and
Philosophy, and is a Distinguished Fellow of the American Economic
Association.

Bart J. Wilson is the Donald P. Kennedy Endowed Chair in Economics and
Law at Chapman University, California. He is a founding member of the
Economic Science Institute and founding member and Director of the Smith
Institute for Political Economy and Philosophy. He has been co-teaching
humanomics courses for nearly a decade with professors in the Departments
of English and Philosophy.
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Preface

Each of us, as coauthors of this book, have been reading and citing Adam

Smith (1759), The Theory of Moral Sentiments (hereafter, Sentiments) for

well in excess of a decade.* Our comprehension, though, is much younger.

It took time to gradually assimilate Smith’s thinking and modeling, and we

had to realize the limitations of our own earlier partial understanding. Our

economic education and modeling traditions handicapped us from the

start. Yet we were strengthened by nagging unanswered questions.

Experimental evidence in two-person games, such as the well-known

ultimatum game, had a falsifying confrontation with economics in the

1980s and 1990s, from which economic theory had not recovered by the

early 2000s. Many important empirical findings followed that confronta-

tion, but economists had not integrated the advances into a satisfactory

theoretical framework.

There existed two disparate collections of evidence. Anonymously

paired people were predominantly caring, other-regarding, interdepen-

dent actors in the personal, social exchange context of trust games in the

laboratory. Trusting actions generated substantial trustworthiness in

response. In ultimatum games proposers offered generous splits of twenty

dollars in direct violation of the self-interested prediction, and responders

accepted generous offers while rejecting stingier offers that were often

much better than zero earnings from rejection. Contrastingly, buyers and

sellers in laboratory markets were predominantly self-interested, own-

regarding pursuers of utility maximization – “Max-U” – defined only

over their own private outcomes.

* Beginning with Vernon L. Smith, 1998, “The Two Faces of Adam Smith,” Southern
Economic Association Distinguished Guest Lecture, Southern Economic Journal, 65 (1),
pp. 1–19. Wilson first read Sentiments cover to cover in the summer of 2006 with four
precocious high school students (two of whom eventually received PhDs in economics).

xiii
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Economists offered a solution to this dichotomous representation of the

human personality in two widely accepted but unsatisfactory forms. The

first was to add other, as well as own, outcomes to the individual char-

acterizations of Max-U. Thus, in ultimatum games the proposer and the

responder each have the other’s, as well as their own, payoff in their

respective utilities for the joint outcome. This logically circular reduction

appeared to neatly and comfortably rescue the neoclassical Max-U model,

legitimizing it as a theory of everything, provided only that you used the

right just-so utility representation of other as well as their own outcomes.

More sophisticated empirical explorations further unearthed features to be

added to Max-U theory. If someone found that human intentions, or some

particular context mattered, then in the venerable tradition of Ptolemaic

curve-fitting, they added the finding to the utility function as a new

parameter. A larger theoretical pre-experiment framework did not guide

or predict the empirical discoveries.

The second form was to recognize that social transactions were just

special forms of economic exchange that were reciprocal. By analogy with

trade in goods and services, people exchange favors across time in life, and

people reciprocate trust with trustworthiness in laboratory trust games. As

another exercise in circular reasoning, this solution simply offered to

assign a name to the robust empirical regularity that people responded to

good things done to them by doing good things in return.

Missing in both adaptations was a more fundamental rethinking of

human sociability. Why does the payoff to the other person appear in

one’s own utility function? How did it get there? It is not there in three-

year-olds, not in sociopaths, and certainly not in psychopaths.

Alternatively, why do people respond trustworthily to trusting actions

when it is a convenient opportunity to gain from another’s largess, as she

will never know your identity? And why, when you go to the clothing store

or the supermarket or Amazon, do you show so little regard for helping

them by buying the highest marked-up items?

Sentiments changes all of that. Smith models human relationships as

expressed in families, extended families, among neighbors, friends, and

acquaintances, radiating outward until it bumps into those who are per-

sonally unknown to us. In these communities, general rules govern an

inveterate commitment to sociability that characterizes relationships

within which all the little utilitarian services are exchanged.

Fundamentally, it is the human capacity for sentiment, fellow feeling,

and a sense of propriety that is the stuff of which human relationships,

and the general rules-to-be-followed, are made. Sentiments, fellow feeling,

xiv Preface
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and a sense of propriety are also the building blocks with which Smith

develops an overarching theory that encompasses, by definition, the broad

types of players observed in laboratory experiments that do not conform to

Max-U predictions. Such player types come from Smith’s propositions

governing the feelings-expressed calculus of gratitude-reward or resent-

ment-punishment. In concrete applications in the laboratory, these types

(subject to errors of self-command, reading the context, self-deceit, etc.)

have been called altruists or conditional cooperators or punishers of

defection or rejecters of unfair offers. Such types so named enable Max-

U to continue working as a superficial explanation.

But sociality and our general rules of conduct must all be learned.

We begin as children with none of these proclivities but with an inher-

ited capacity to upload the programming scripts for social competence.

Parents, knowing of our ignorance, indulge our want of self-command,

restraining us enough for safety. Then at school age we mix with equals,

who as Smith says, “have no such indulgent partiality.” The child soon

learns that things go better with playfellows if one moderates anger. Thus,

the child “enters the great school of self-command” and maturation has

begun in earnest.

Such rules of conduct are general, meaning that they arise, either from

actions intending to do good things for others, leading to gratitude and a

proportionate urge to reward, or actions intending to do bad things to

others, leading to an asymmetric outsized urge to punish in proportion to

the resentment felt. The former concerns beneficence, the latter justice

achieved through mechanisms that limit and control the expression of

injustice. Hence, the two great pillars of society: beneficence and justice.

Beneficence constitutes the virtues we celebrate and applaud: courtesy,

kindness, thoughtfulness, compassion, honor, and integrity. These features

of good conduct cannot be extorted, coerced, or legislated. The end of

justice is to nip hurtful action in the bud, to be neither excessive nor

inadequate to restrain and protect the innocent while pointing the aggres-

sor to a better way. For no society can subsist if all descend into mutually

destructive injury.

Smith’s propositions in Sentiments explain the earlier two-person game

outcomes that had falsified the standard socioeconomic model of science

while fully accommodating market Max-U analysis. This book develops

that resolution but also offers several new experimental designs based on

Sentiments that yield robust results commensurate with the predictions or

that rationally reconstruct the outcomes in terms of sources of error or

uncertainty in the model.

Preface xv
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This new synthesis, made of old elements, points to a neoclassical

tradition that swung too far in displacing, rather than more modestly

supplementing, Smith’s classical systems-oriented thinking. The new equi-

librium concepts were defined too narrowly over outcomes, a substitution

that seemed superior in the context of institution-free general equilibrium

market analysis and the partial-partial equilibrium analysis of game theory.

At some point even the human being was dropped as the subject of our

general inquiry as a social science. Whereas the opening sentence of

Sentiments situates the entire project as about humankind, rarely in almost

any graduate or intermediate level textbook in economics can you find

something that distinguishes in kind its application of consumer theory to

humans, chimpanzees, or pigeons. As long as the choices are consistent

with a set of axioms, everything follows for any species. In contrast, the

opening title of book 1 of Smith’s other great book, published to broad

acclaim in 1776, is universally about people, not any or all beings, but

human beings. Even his little known essay which only Smithian scholars

read, “The History of Astronomy,” opens with twenty pages not about

astronomy, the science, but about humankind and why there is indeed such

a line of inquiry called astronomy (our curious disposition and our senti-

ments of wonder, surprise, and admiration). We economists have lost sight

of an elementary understanding of the social and economic range of

human action. We have lost sight of the fellow feeling by which human

beings gravitate toward one another, and we have lost sight of the senti-

ments that excite human beings to act and by which human beings judge

their own and one another’s conduct. Studying Adam Smith has huma-

nized our study of economics as we hope it will do for yours, for much

work remains to examine the potential for applying modern (equilibrium)

analysis to the rule-space of human conduct, both social and economic, but

which is moral all the way down.

xvi Preface
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Cover Art Note

The Age of Enlightenment – Adam Smith is one of five pieces in Yinka

Shonibare’s 2008 series of life-size fiberglass mannequins with Dutch wax

printed cotton. His sculpture is as legible as it is beautiful. The vivid colors

and meticulous print finish catch our eyes, and with a momentary hold on

our gaze, Shonibare reveals an uncomfortable truth in visual metaphor:

Adam Smith has a hunched back. In Smith’s reaching for his magnum

opus, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations,

Shonibare suggests that the rationality of classical economics is subject to

the frailties of being human. Shonibare also uses the physical disability, in

his own words, “as a device for showing how these figures, who were partly

responsible for defining otherness in the context of the Enlightenment,

could also be ‘othered’ in the context of disability.”*With a close reading of

Adam Smith’s other great but not well-known book, The Theory of Moral

Sentiments, we endeavor to add exclamation points – and questionmarks –

to both thought-provoking ideas.

* Downey, Anthony. 2008. “Setting the Stage,” in Yinka Shonibare MBE. Rachel Kent,
Robert Hobbs, and Anthony Downey. New York, NY: Prestel Verlag, p. 45.
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